
BROTHERS GRIMM SEEDS 
Brothers Grimm Seeds was founded in 1996, when arrangements were made 
though Canadian seed reseller Heaven’s Stairway to distribute cannabis strains 
created by MrSoul and partner Sly. Known for selectively backcrossing, cubing 
and inbreeding some of the rarest of cannabis genetics on earth, Brothers Grimm 
became known for uncompromising quality & for producing genetic stability, high 
potency, short flowering times, heavy resin production, and intensely tropical 
terpenes. 
MrSoul waited more than a decade to retrieve the precious clones and seeds he’d 
stashed safely away. In 2015, he developed a concrete plan to resurrect Brothers 
Grimm in Colorado. 

BREEDING PHILOSOPHY 
Brothers Grimm are famous for creating high THC strains that produce consistently 
outstanding results. The creation of Cinderella 99, through a multi-generation 
breeding program, distinguished us long ago as breeders who take the time to do 
things right. 
After a dozen years on the sidelines, we can’t help but observe that today’s 
seed market is flooded with poly-hybrid crosses, seemingly created with no 
logical, deliberate goal or breeding plan. Such seeds produce plants of many 
different phenotypes – like lottery numbers. 

By contrast, Brothers Grimm only cross a male and female after having thought of all 
the reasons WHY we want to do so. We design our seed lines to produce consistent 
plants that all share the qualities we selected for in the breeding program that created 
it. 

We are able to take this approach because our breeding stock is a rare collection of 
landrace and other stable cultivars, each representing unique genetics. Using this 
gene pool, we painstakingly choose and combine males and females in a deliberate 
program to create hybrid seeds which produce plants consistently displaying the 
desired characteristics. There’s very little variation; our clients don’t have to hunt 
through several different phenotypes hoping to find a good one. 
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GrimmGlue  
A stunning cross between MrSouls legendary Cinderella99 and a cut known as BabyGluey 
which was put to test for over a year with extreme environmental conditions 
After proving worthy she was pollinated with reverse pollen from Souls prized C99 female, 
resulting in a stunningly beautiful plant with massive resin production and strong Glue traits 
accented with notes of cedar and fruit  
 
Flowering Time- 52-65 days  
Heavy yield potential  
High THC  
Aroma- Hashy/Cedar/Glue/ChemD 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Grower notes: 

 

GrimmGlue  
 
Optimum harvest time is 56-62 days  
Can be taken as late as 70 days without too much Terpene profile 
variations  
 
Slight plant stretch of roughly 33%-50% in the first 2 weeks of flower  
 
Floppy plant structure requires multiple branch staking or trellis  
When topped this plant displays a hedge-like structure with multiple 
colas  
 
Untopped will display a long heavy  chewy cola with chunky side buds 
evenly staggered up the stem connecting roughly 3-5 nodes from 
branch tip and fat chunky  secondary fox-tailed crowns  
( ring of buds at base of cola)  
Long tight side branch structure from base of stem reaching upwards  
Tight evenly staggered Buds climbing up the branch  
 
Side branch tips connect roughly 3-5 nodes down with even nodal 
spacing every 1.5-2 inches down the entire branch  
 
Branch tips get slightly larger when lollipop’d or pruned  
Fast plant recovery time when lollipopping or stripping foliage back  to 
bare stem  
 
Colour fades start around week 6 in flower  
Colour expression at full term displays golden olive tones with slight 
violet/brassy hues  
 
GROW: MrSoul recommends a net trellis to support these branchy 
plants; prune to create multiple tops that become the main colas  
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